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LED Portable lights
MAXI LED 
most powerful LED worklight.

7.270 lm guarantee optimal light conditions even for large workspaces. High-
quality components make the Opus Maxi LED an extremely reliable partner
under harsh conditions on construction sites. 

MINI LED 
combines many advantages in only one light: it provides the natural light colour and
luminous efficiency at the same time you benefit from the long lifetime and
robustness of the latest LED-technology.

The glare effect is greatly reduced by means of an opal front glass.

The low heat development avoids burns
and ensures safe working conditions;
the lights are transportable directly after
having been used.

The connection of other tools is possible
thanks to the side-mounted socket
easily.

Technical Features
- 90 high-performance SMD LEDs (4,000 K)
- On / off switch
- Dimensions: 423 x 215 x 139 mm
- Illuminated area: 305 x 185 mm
- Luminous flux: 3.500 lumens (5942 lux to 0.5 m)
- Wide range of accessories
- completely repairable

Technical Features
-  Extremely bright: 7,270 lumens
-  Optimal illumination (144 °) 
    with 300 SMD LEDs
-  Low-glare: Opal windscreen
-  Natural light color: 4,000 K
-  Extremely hard-wearing (IK08)
-  Lightweight: 4.07 kg

-  Waterproof IP 54
-  Economical: 75 watts at 220-240V
-  Very low heat development
-  2 sockets up to 3,000 W
-  5m abrasion resistant power supply
-  On / off switch
-  Sustainable: Repairable
-  Stand-up in 6 positions

Order No.        570 909 000

Order No.        570 909 500

Order No.        570 909 100

Accessories
Tripod with quick-fastening system

- Fast and secure attachment
- Unlocking of the lamp by pressing a button
- Adjustable lighting angle

Tripod Medium in size: 1,55m - 2,55m


